
 
Dress 
 

 
Kurdish women in traditional dress 

Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/4/45/Kurdish_womens_dress.jpg 

 
 
 
 
 

Traditional Kurdish dress for women features a long 
colourful dress with extended ‘wings’ on the sleeves. A 
cloth cummerbund or metal belt (sometimes of gold lira) 
is worn below the waist. Underneath the dress women 
wear long baggy pants caught at the ankle, and over the 
dress, although not depicted here, a small vest or long 
sleeveless coat. Women traditionally wore a velvet 
bejewelled cap underneath a loose scarf. These clothes 
are still worn today, on a daily basis or for special 
occasions.  
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Kurdish men in traditional dress. Source: 
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/f/fd/Kurdish_men_traditional_clothing.jpg  

Traditional Kurdish dress for men includes very baggy 
trousers that narrow at the ankle and a collarless jacket made 
of the same material, with a shirt underneath the jacket and a 
cloth cummerbund around the waist. In winter, men 
sometimes wear the traditional very thick sleeveless woollen 
jacket with winged shoulders. The traditional headgear is an 
embroidered cap wrapped in cloth to form a turban. 
Traditional shoes are made of white rope with a white 
sheepskin sole. 
 

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/f/fd/Kurdish_men_traditional_clothing.jpg


Food 
 
Kurdistan is blessed with fertile, well-watered valleys and plains that grow a wide variety of native fruits, vegetables and grains. Bread, 
rice and yogurt are staples. Bread includes varieties made from wheat or corn with or without yeast and is baked on the walls of a stone, 
clay or iron parabolic-shaped oven or on a flat sheet of iron. One non-yeast bread is naan e tanik: large wafer thin round sheets that can 
be stored for a month, and are sprinkled with water before eating. Rice-based dishes include Kulaf, Brinjab Zazawot, Briani, Dolma and 
Rahek and Kotelk. Kurdistan’s homemade sheep yoghurt, butter and cheese are famous. Another favourite is pomegranate, which is used 
in salads or juiced for drinking. Wild vegetables, herbs and mushrooms are collected in spring. Nuts and seeds are eaten before or after 
dinner. For winter, potatoes, turnips and beetroot were traditionally stored underground. Tomatoes, eggplant, peppers, zucchini and 
beans were sun-dried, and fruit was covered with grass on a wooden platform in a tree. For thousands of years, villages were self-
sufficient. But with the introduction of a cash economy, the destruction of many villages and farms, urbanisation, and in Iraq, the food-
for-oil program (1997 – 2003), the Kurdish regions are no longer self-reliant. 
 

 

 
Kurdish oven 



 
 
Social Customs 
 
In Kurdish society, extended family ties are very strong. Rarely is a Kurd left to give birth, die or suffer alone. A traditional lack of 
segregation between the sexes means that throughout history, Kurdish women have had a powerful voice in village life and continue to 
work with sheep, and as farmers and fighters alongside their menfolk. For instance, in 1854, a sixty year old Kurdish woman named Kara 
Fatima led a cavalry of 300 warriors to Constantinople to ask the Ottoman sultan for the release of her imprisoned husband. Women 
fought alongside men in various rebellions. For instance, in modern times, women Pesh Merga fought the Baathist Regime of Iraq, and 
Kurdish women are fighting ISIS in Syria and Iraq since 2014. 
 
In Kurdish dancing, men and women hold arms or hands and dance in a circle to various steps, with a male or female ‘leader’ holding up 
a cloth. Anyone is able to join in or leave the dance at will, the dance often continuing throughout the day or night. Sometimes, the 
dancers form a circle around other dancers, or the dance tells a narrative, with different regions having their own styles of dancing. 
 
For thousands of years, Kurds have been sheepherders. Sheep are stabled in winter and taken to the mountains in spring and summer. In 
mountainous regions one or two shepherds will mind the sheep of the whole village. On the plains, in spring and summer, people from a 
village traditionally moved to the mountains, where they lived in black felt tents, their sheep feeding on wild pastures.  
 
Living far from the centres of power, Kurds could be superstitious, with different rituals warding off evil and attracting the protection of 
good angels or holy people. Over time, Islam influenced Kurdish culture and beliefs. Whereas Kurdish women often wore no head-
covering there is a growing tendency to wear the hijab. The practice of men and women mixing freely in a social setting has also come 
under pressure from Islam and urbanisation. With increased urbanisation, Kurdish women lost their community voice, until they began 
forming women’s organisations, or became teachers, fighters or were elected to parliaments and councils. Today, the Kurdish parliament 
in Iraq has a quota of 30 percent for women, while some Kurdish political organisations in Turkey and Syria actively promote equal 
representation of women at every level of society. Yet much remains to be addressed in the practice of female circumcision, underage 
and arranged marriages, polygamy, domestic violence and women’s rights after divorce.  
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